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With the world stumbling through an
economic downturn, IT managers are under
pressure to shave costs from the technology
operations that keep organizations running
smoothly. Cutbacks abound, staff cuts look
likely and new projects are being
back-burnered. These are the days in which
IT managers really earn their bread and
butter. Against this backdrop of turbulence,
this pocket guide examines what IT
executives can do to stretch budget to
maintain a useful and reliable network of
IT services, and examine where new
technologies, free software and license
renegotiation can make budgets work
harder. Because all companies are
different, the intention is not to recommend
specific changes, but to raise the questions
and possibilities that will provoke
improvements.
Boardrooms
will
increasingly question the value of every IT
project and managers will need to prioritize
and scrap projects for the good of the
company, to keep essential operations
running smoothly. While recession means
tough choices for the here and now,
managers also need to plan for the
recovery, when cash starts flowing through
the system once more and companies look
to grow and expand as the depression lifts.
We ve spoken to practitioners, vendors,
analysts and industry regulators to find out
how to escape the fiscal doldrums.

Managing a downturn: How the US defense industry can learn from For companies that are prepared, a downturn can
open more doors than it closes. What Management Strategy Should I Use in an Economic Downturn Downturns require
a different management strategy than good times. Here/s how to navigate a slump successfully and take advantage of
the opportunities Managing in a downturn The head of Britains association for management consultants shares his
groups guidance for coping with a recessionand avoiding pitfalls. Managing IT in a Downturn: Beyond Cost Cutting
Idea Managing strategy in a downturn 2008 before most economies were officially in recession and management
engage with strategy using the CIMA. Managing IT in a Downturn: A Pocket Guide - Google Books Result In the first
Managing in a Downturn report in December 2008, we stated that the impact We also suggested that there would be a
lag between the recession. 2 - Economic Downturn - Managing Crisis - Strengthening Nonprofits To strengthen your
business during an economic downturn you should installing a customer management system, or doing business online.
Managing effectively in a downturn, turning challenges into - PwC Survival Tips for Managing During an Economic
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Downturn*. U.S. Small Business Administration. Running or managing a small business often leaves little time
Managing the downturn The Economist Managing IT in a Downturn: Beyond Cost Cutting. Excerpts from The
Mckinsey Quarterly. Looking to slash your IT investments? Consider the Get PDF ~ Managing IT in a Downturn
Managing in a Downturn: Leading Business thinkers on how to grow LEADING PERSPECTIVES ON THE
RECESSION Managing in a Downturn brings together the worldA s leading business thinkers on the big questions
Managing your business in a downturn - Bord Bia lenges and managing in a downturn. Although Indonesian businesses
only recently came out of the Asian Crisis in 2002 2003, these experiences are. Unconventional Wisdom in a Downturn
- Harvard Business Review Companies that assertively managed their portfolio thrived in the last budget downturn. The
same strategy will work again today, but companies must be mindful Managing a Downturn - Leader Values Managing
in a. Downturn: Responding to life after the Comprehensive. Spending Review . Charity Sector. August 2010. Survey
results Managing IT in a downturn: beyond cost cutting - Computer Weekly In getting working funds, companies must
prove to their banks that they can sustain a downturn before borrowing, assets may not be enough to support the loan.
lenges and managing in a downturn. Although Indonesian businesses only recently came out of the Asian Crisis in 2002
2003, these experiences are.
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